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About This Game

A provincial Russian town has been shaken in disbelief: their prized, rare, striped elephant, Baldakhin, disappeared from the zoo
in the dead of night. The main suspect is 5d3b920ae0
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One of the best russian classic quests! Epic one hour of gameplay! 9/10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - u041eu0434u0438u043d
u0438u0437 u043bu0443u0447u0448u0438u0445 u0440u043eu0441u0441u0438u0439u0441u043au0438u0445
u043au043bu0430u0441u0441u0438u0447u0435u0441u043au0438u0445 u043au0432u0435u0441u0442u043eu0432!
u042du043fu0438u0447u0435u0441u043au0438u0439 u043eu0434u0438u043d u0447u0430u0441
u0433u0435u0439u043cu043fu043bu0435u044f! 9/10. As a massive fan of point and click games, I have to say this is one of
the worst I have ever played. I would skip this one and go for something else.. The game of my childhood, finally could finish
it.. Good old classic! A nice weekend short gaming session :). The game of my childhood, finally could finish it.
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